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Nonnormal Subgroups of p-Groups 
D. s. PASSMAN 
Let P be a p-group of order p”. Tl xn, as is well-known, P has a normal 
subgroup of every possible order p” with 0 ‘-‘: a ‘-< II. In this paper we study- 
the orders of the nonnormal subgroups of P. It is convenient to introduce 
the following notation in case P has a nonnormal subgroup. 
pmascP) = the maximum of the orders of the nonnormal subgroups of P. 
pmin(P) = the minimum of the orders of the nonnormal subgroups of P. 
‘V\‘e say H, : li, : ... .’ H,, is a chain of nonnormal subgroups of P if 
each Z1; 4 P and if / II, : fi,_, ~~ p for i I, 2 ,..., k -~ I. The length of 
such a chain is the number of groups which occur so that the above chain has 
length lz. 
chn(P) the masimum of the lengths of the chains of nonnormal sub- 
groups of P. 
LYe say integer s is a gap for P if min(P) 5 rnax(P) and if all subgroups 
of P of order p’ arc normal. 
The main result of this paper is a complete classification of those p-groups 
having a gap. These occur only for p m-m 2 and they consist of one easiiv 
describable infinite family. Thus, mod& these esceptions, the exponents 
of the orders of the nonnormal subgroups of p-groups consist of all the 
integers between min(P) and max(P). 
In addition we consider the structure of P as a function of mas(P) and of 
chn(P). We conclude from these results that p-groups tend to have fairly- 
large nonnormal subgroups and fairly ion, 0 chains of nonnormal subgroups. 
1Ve will use freely- the notation and results in Chapter III of [I]. 
i. GAPS 
A p-group is said to be Dcdekind if all its subgroups are normal. For the 
sake of completeness we quote the following wellk-nown result. 
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THEORERI 1.1 (Dedekind). If P is Dedekind, then either 
(i) P is .3belian, 07 
(ii) p = 2 and P = Q :< A where Q is the quaternion group of order 8 and A 
is ele?ite~tary Abelian, 
DEFINITION 1.2. We say H is a maximal nonnormal subgroup of P if 
II -41 P and if for all IV with j I% : H I = p we have W CJ P. 
1\‘e say II is a minimal nonnormal subgroup of P if H 4 P and if for all W 
with H : II’ j = p we have 14’ CC P. 
LEMMA I .3. Lef Ii be a ma.ximal ~zo~rzormal subgroup of P. Then 
(i) N(H)]H is either cyclic or generalized quaternioa. 
(ii) Z(P)/(N f? Z(P)) is cyclic. 
(iii) [fH /ias kgencrators then J P : N(N)] :< pt. 
Pro@-. Let P 2 If’ > Ii with I IV : il , -1 p so that W *:I P. Then TV 
contains HP the normal closure of II in P. Since HP > Ei we have HP = II- 
and thus Wis unique with the property that I W : H / = p. This implies that 
N(H), H has a unique subgroup of order p and hence N(H)/N is either cyclic 
or generalized quaternion. Since Z(P) C N(H) (i) and (ii) follow. 
Finally if 1-l has k generators, then clearly IV has at most k -:.- I generators. 
Thus ! W/@(W}~ < pk- t and therefore If/ has less than p’;>r maximal sub- 
groups. Since I,v 4 Pit foI&s that aI1 conjugates of H are maximal subgroups 
of II. Thu:: / P : N(N)/ < ,t+’ so 1 P : N(H)! .< p”‘. 
LEXUA 1.4. Let H be a minimal nonnormal &group qf P. Then Ii z’s 
fp‘-IiC. 
Proof. By definition each maxima1 subgroup of H is normal in P. Since 
f1 ,; P it follows that His not generated by its maximal subgroups. Thus H is 
cyclic. 
13:~ will use the following well-known result quite frequently. 
LESMA 1.5. Let P haue class 2. Then P$(P) is e~~ze~tary ~~be~~a~ ;f and 
only if P’ is elementary ;2belian. l?Ioreouer, {f P’ is elementary Abelian and $ 
p I;, 2 then the map s ----f xi’ is a homomorphism qf P into Z(P). 
!?ROiWSITIOX 1.6. S~@ose cdl subgroups of P ef order ..z p” are normal. 
Then eith f v  
(i) Q,(P) C Z(P), or 
(ii) p = 2 and P = -OY(P) = Q x .A where Q is quaternion of order 8 and 
A is elementary Abelian. 
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Proof. We show first by induction on s that if Q is not involved in J2JP) 
then g.(P) C Z(P). This is trivial for s -~~ 0, 1 so assume that s ;s 2. Let 
x,y E P with ~<x)i .:I p” and consider the subgroup G = (x,y‘;. Since 
‘\ .\^ . -* P WC have <.v\ ~3 G and also J _ J~,((x>) (1 P. Now in P/J all 
subgroups of order ::< ps-l are normal and sZ,JP)jJ > .Q+,(P/J). Thus Q 
is not involved in Q,+,(P,I]) and by induction we have fi2,+,(P/J) LZ(Pj/). 
sow (XJ, << p+r so we have [x, y] E J and hence G’ Cs J. 
We consider two cases. Suppose first that /y j ?: J. Let H be a nonnormal 
subgroup of G. Then H 3 G’ and ! G’ / .1 p imply that H n G’ = : I\ and 
hence II n :y> (,‘I’. Thus ! H 1 < 1 G : 1y)i .,.I ‘(x)1 5; p”. This is a 
contradiction since ! H i ..; p” implies that H ~1 P. Thus G is a Dedekind 
group. If  G is not Abelian then by Theorem 1 .I, G 2 Q. Since s >> 2, 
Q C !J,(P), a contradiction bv our assumption. Thus G is Abelian and 
Ix, y] = : I 
Now assume that ,,,y’/ ‘,, J so that XX: n ‘y,’ :: i, 1;. I f  (y> <I G, then 
[x, y] E ~c.v) n z:y’, (12 and G is Abelian. Suppose (y> Q G. Then 
/‘J’ ~1 P so ,(y: .: ps ’ I. Let z E (y have order p”. Since a E Cyrjl, 
Lemma 1.5 implies that z EZ(G). Set zc sz. Then UJ~” : 1 and ZUD~ r ~=- 
.x1’ 
. 1 ,” I, ’ ’ is not contained in / since (.v‘ n (~1, ‘1 ;. NO& j’:q = p” 
SO zc i G and hence [G, (,zL’ ~1 C ,‘\zu; n / I Thus ec EZ(G) so 
s E Z(G) and G is Abclian. 
\\‘e have therefore shown that [x, y] I Since y  was arbitary, x is central 
and since f&(P) is generated by all such x, the result follows in this case. 
\\‘e now consider the case p 2 and Q involved in Q,(P). We first observe 
bv induction on f  with 0 *’ t _ s that -Q,(P) has period -2 pt. This is clear 
for t ~~ 0,l. Let t .: s and suppose that Q,(P) has period -<pt. Now Sz, ,l(P) 
is gencratcd by normal cyclic subgroups of order c p’ r so Sz, ,.,(P)jQ,(P) is 
generated by normal and hence central subgroups of order p. Thus 
n, ,(P)/Q,(P) is elementary Abelian and this fact follows. In particular -QS(P) 
has period -1 ps. Let ?I C Q,(P). Then H. 1s generated by its cyclic subgroups 
and since each has order ,.’ p”, each is normal in P. Thus H -3 P and hence 
1Z fj,(P). Therefore nn(P) is Dedekind and since Q is involved in Q,?(P) 
we have Q,,(P) -- 0 ;, -4. 
It remains to show that P =: flS(P). I f  not, then clearly s --_ 2 and P has 
an element .\: of order 8. Then .x2 is an element of order 4 in Q x A so there 
exists-y E Q x A of order 4 with [x2, y] f  1. Sow I( y)i = 4 SO (3~“ -3 P and 
hence [x, y] E j’ y*:J. Thus C’S, y> has class 2 and a commutator subgroup of 
order 2 so bv Lemma 1 S, [,9,-y] = 1, a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
\Ye now introduce an infinite family of 2-groups which have gaps. 
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Then / i), : := 2n+4 and s = 2 is a gap for p,, . In fact r’, has a nonnormal 
subgroup of every order 21i with 1 < k < n -1. 2 zuith the exceptiorz of k = 2. 
Proof. pn is clearly the extension of (x> ~3 i’,, by y. Now y  acts as an 
automorphism of order 2 on ix> and y  centratizes x~“~‘. Thus this cyclic 
extension exists and i p*;, / = 4 ‘ 277+4 = 2,1+4. 
For each t = 1, 2,..., n let x’, E (x) have order 2t and let K, == <:ct , y). 
Since <x,‘: .a pR and t 2: 1 we see that / K, / = 2tcy and since t -2 n we see 
that s-~ =-I [x, y] $ Kf . Thus each I;t is a nonnormal subgroup of pTi so l’, 
has nonnormal subgroups of every order 2” with 3 -< k < n i- 2. We need 
only consider subgroups of order 2 and 2p. 
Let iii -= (x, y”> and let lit’ = (x2”,ya>. Since yz centralizes s and y  we 
have y2 EZ(~J. Thus A and Ware Abelian and in fact A is type (2jr7-2, 2), W 
is type (4,2) and W = &(A). Let a E =1 and we consider al+r = a”a. Xow 
a = x1@ so 
aYi-i _ xpy~jxiy2i =.~ .f‘li 
and hence ag+l has order < 2. We show now that W = ft,(p,,). Since 
W = n,(,+zl) it suffices to show that if u E r’,, - iz, then u has order 2 8. 
Now u E p7,, - A implies that u = ya with a E A. Then u2 = yaya = y?av’r. 
By the above ay+l E (y”) so ~4 == 4 y+l 2 - y(a ) -~yq+ l.Henceuhasorder8 
and this fact follows. 
We show now that all subgroups of r’, of order 4 are normaI. Xote first that 
[Prt , W] = (xznfl) since y” E Z(Pn) implies that [Pn , WI = [Pn , .9’“]. Let 
H be a subgroup of p,, of order 4. Since W -::: Q,(pJ we have H C IV. Then 
His a maximal subgroup of Wso 
Thus H 2 [fn, H] and H -;3 E’, . Finally /(~a’~y~)/ = 2 and since x2” $Z(p71) 
and y2 EZ(P,J it follows that (x”“y”) is a noncentral and hence nonnormal 
subgroup of i”, of order 2. This completes the proof. 
It is interesting to note that the three subgroups of pn of order 4 are all 
characteristic. In fact these subgroups are 
and 
(2”) = Q2(Esn’). 
We remark further that the groups pn are clearly nested in the sense that 
PI c F2 c * * * c Fn c . . . C E’, where & is the obvious cyclic extension of the 
P, group by an element of order 8. 
LEMMA 1.8. Let I’ be a 2-group, Z u ceatral subgroup of order 2 md sup- 
pose that P/Z N p,( for some n 52 1. Then P has no gaps. 
Proof. Let PjZ be generated by .F and jj with j?“” = 1, y‘” == &’ and 
5? = SF’. Let -r,y E P be inverse images of .a! and J, respectively, and let 
P1 IF2 Z with W/Z - (2 ,. Suppose W is cyclic. Then W z-y= (.x1,, .X has 
order 2n+3 and ,yt/ _ ,y--lc with 2 E Z . :f,y2’Liz). Now y” E W and clearly 
C,(y) z~= %. Thus y3 E Z and JJ~ ~: I, a cokadiction. Thus H‘ is ni)t cyclic. 
Since W/Z is cyclic it then follows that IV {s: ‘, Z is abelian of type 
(2nd 2, 2). \‘l’c therefore have .Z”J 
.,:I , 1 
xmlzl and y4 :-, X- z2 with s1 , + E %. 
Thus i~,:.v, =. 8 and since [x,-v] = ‘2’ *=I 6 (y:> we see tltat P has a non- 
normal subgroup of order 8. On the other hand by Lemma 1.7 /‘,, has a 
nonnormal subgroup of every order F with I k- n 2 with the 
exception of k -m: 2. Each of these lifts to a nonnormal subgroup of P of 
order 2A 1. Thus we have shown that P has a nonormal subgroup of every 
order 2’ with 2 f  _’ n -!- 3. Since / P / 2” G it foflows that P has no 
gaps. 
LEMMA I .9. Let P be a 2-group with a gap at s -- 2. Suppose that P has a 
subgroup P, zcith PI ‘v PI . Then P N 1’, for some n _ 1. 
Pyoqf. By induction on / Y !. We can of course assume that I-’ ‘.., I’~ so 
: P / -.- 26. Let P -_ Ii2 P, with \ P : f-f / -= 2. Since s --- 2 is a gap for P 
and since 1: has nonnormal subgroups of order 2 and 8 it follows that s -r: 2 
is a gap for N. By induction N ‘v P,,~, for some 71 ’ 2. Let 
fI  (u, y  i $“” 1, y” .~ u2", U" 11 1 
and let -3 be the Abelian subgroup *-1 = i-~, y%, of index 2 in I-f. I f  zc -~ ~8’ -I?‘” 
then zo is a noncentral element of Ff of order 2 and .-I y-m s’ II I) j. /W . Since 
(20) 4 P and s =:- 2 is a gap it follows that (w>. is in fact a maximal nonnormal 
subgroup of P (see Definition I .2). Set 1V -= N(~w,:) = C(w). By Lemma 1.3 
P > ,%’ : .. A with P : N j - 2 and X,/(W) is either cyclic or generalized 
quaternion. 
suppose A, \.L “‘e I> is generalized quatcrnion. Then .i,/,/w; is its normal s+ic 
subgroup of index 2. If  v  t % -- -3, then v  maps to an element of order 4 in 
N/(20? so i(v); 2 4. On the other hand vs maps to an element of order 2 
in A/(w) -F (u> so that v2 E <u’“> r’ C<W> and I(z)>’ 4. Since s = 2 is a gap 
we have <v:) -. ~1 P and thus JVj<s~j> is a generalized quaternion group of order 
3:: 16 (since P / .:.- 26) and it has a normal subgroup of order 4 not contained 
in its cyclic subgroup of index 2, a contradiction. 
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WV = $"fU =L: 22 ““zu. Since P = (N, y) it remains to find the action of y 
on x. 
We observe now that every element u E P - N has order at least 8. If not, 
then /(u)/ = 2 or 4. Set B = (v} if i(a)/ = 4 andB = (v, x~~“) if j(v>i = 2. 
Then / B 1 = 4 so B 4 P. Since P = NB and N and B are normal Abelian 
subgroups we have P’ = [N, B] < B, a contradiction since P> P, and 
! 1: / = 4. Thus j(v)] 23 8. 
Now clearly xv = x’ or X% for some odd integer r. We consider the 
possibility that XV = 9’~. First y2 E hi so y2 centralizes x and hence 
<$ _ & = (yw)Y = (~T~~~~2*~1~ z xrp*+~, 
Thus X(~~lW-l) = x2"+* so since + - 1 is even we see that x’+I has order at 
least 4. Second u = x2 or 9~ yields u2 = x4 so 
x-4 = u--2 = (a")" = (‘X4)" = x*7 
and z@+~) = I. Th us x+‘+I has order precisely 4 and hence xr+l = 9n+jZ”*1 
for j = 0 or I. Finally set v = yx E P - N. Then 
Thus z+ = 1 and this contradicts our previous remarks. 
WC therefore have 9’ = xT. Since-y acts as an automorphism of order < 2 
on (x) and since y does not centralize x * = u2 it follows that either xy := ~-1 
or “&I := X-lt2"+'. In the latter case we merely replace x by X, = xw. Then 
N = <q> x (zo), xl2 = ,$ and 
,zlY _ ,r-lt2n+1*y2"+1*&3 = x-lm -= x-1 
1' 
Thus we may assume that a+’ = x-l. Now w = x2ny2 E (x, y) so clearly 
P = (x, y>. Since (x) is a normal cyclic subgroup of P of index 4 and since 
.&/ = x-1 and y4 = u2n ___ X2n'-' we have P z pn and the result follows. 
We now classify the groups with gaps. 
THEOREM 1 .lO. Let P he a p-group with a gap. Then p = 2 and P !x p* 
for Some n > 1. 
Proof. By induction on 1 P 1. Let K be a central subgroup of P of order p. 
If P/K had a gap, then by induction P/K ilr: pPt for some m and this violates 
Lemma 1.8. Thus for all such K, P/K has no gaps. Lets be a gap of P and for 
convenience assume that s is in fact the largest gap of P. We distinguish 
two cases according to whether Z(P) is cyclic or not. 
Case 1. Assume Z(P) is not cyclic. 
Choose four nonnormal subgroups H1 , Hz , L, , L, of P as follows. 
HI is a nonnormal subgroup of maximal possible order. 
Hz is a nonnormal subgroup of order maximal subject to j jr;r, j < ps. 
L, is a nonnormal subgroup of order minimal subject to j L, ; >. ps and 
H,2L,. 
L, is a nonnormal subgroup of minimal possible order. 
Since s is a gap these all exist and we have 
P raw) z j H, 1 >; !L, ; > ps . , z-i, ;? IL, ; -_ pmin(P~. 
Moreover, again since s is a gap we set easily that HI and Hz are maximal 
nonnormal subgroups of P and L, and L, are minima1 nonnormal subgroups 
of P. By Lemma 1.4, L, and& are cyclic. 
Now I L, > ps and s is a gap so, clearly, J1 -= Q,(L,) is central in P. 
Thus J1 CL, n Z(P) _C HI n Z(P). Since Z(P) is not cyclic Lemma 1.3 
implies that Hz n Z(P) # ( 1: so let J, be a subgroup of Hz n Z(P) of order p. 
We consider P/f* . By the above comments P/J, has no gaps. Clearly 
H,iJ, 4 Pifi and all subgroups of P/J* of order ps-l are normal. Since PjJ, 
has no gaps we conclude that J1 f  J2 , that all subgroups of P/J1 of order 
< psel are normal and that all subgroups of P/J2 of order ,d p-1 are normal, 
Let f7’ -= FZ/(J,J,) be a subgroup of P/(J,J2). I f  1 H I 5; P+~, then j H/J, / ,; 
p-l so H/J, -3 Pi J1 and if7 ~1 P/(JJ,). I f  / ii / -3 ps 2, then 1 H/Jz / ;’ ps-l 
so HiJ2 c 1 Pi j2 and A -.I ~~(~~~~}. Thus ~~(~~~~} is Dedekind. Suppose 
P,/(JIJ2) is non-Abelian. Then by Theorem 1.1 P/(JiJ2) has period p2 so P 
has period *< p3. Now L, is cyclic of order > p” so p3 > psbl and 2 I; s. On 
the other hand H2 > J, and Hz $ J2 so p*--l 1:: / H2 1 ;: ps and s ... 3, a 
contradiction. Thus P/(J, J2) is Abelian. Therefore P has class 2 and P’ is 
Abelian of type ( p) or (p, p). By Lemma 1.5, P/Z(P) is elementary Abelian. 
Since Pivl, has a nonnormal subgroup H,/f, , Proposition 1.6 implies that 
Q,_,(P/J,) CZ(P/ J1). Suppose that Z _- Z(P) contained a subgroup I of 
type (p”, p”). Then we can choose z E I of order p” with z@-l 6 J1 Let 
L, == (u?. Then uJ1 E .Q_,(P/ Jl) 2 Z(P/J,) so [P, u] C J1 . Since I(u)I < p,<-l 
it follows that I(ux:.~ = ps and hence (uz’~’ ~1 P. Thus 
[P, u] = [P, ?a] c S2,((uo)) = (z”9-1,. 
and [P, U] C (xl’“-‘> n JI ==: (11. This i s a contradiction since L, + P. 
Thus Z/.6?,-,(2) is cyclic. 
Let IV 3 J1 with IV/ J1 ::: Z(P/J1). S’ mce W> Z(P), P/W is elementary 
Abelian and since P/J1 is non-Abelian, j P/W j > p2. Since s is a gap, s > 2 
and hence Q,-,(Z) 2 J1fi? > P’. In P/P‘ the map x -+ P is a homomorphism 
into Z/P’ and since (Z/P’)/(Q,+,(2)/P’) is cyclic, there exists 
3 E (P/P’) - (W/P’) 
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with XD E Q,-,(Z)/P’. I f  x is an inverse image of f f  in P, then x E P - IV and 
~3~ E Q,-,(Z). Thus ](x>/ < p8. Since x $ IV and ~~-~(~~~~~ C Z(P/J,) = W/J, 
it follows that /(xJ,>i = ps. Thus /(x)1 = ps and (x) n 7, = (1). 
Now L, is cyclic of order 3 ps+l, 1, = &(L,) and i L, TV Z(P)1 3 p” 
since P/Z(P) is elementary Abelian. Choose y  E& n Z(P) of order p’. We 
have (x) n (y} = (1) so i(x)/ = l(xy)j = p8 and hence (xi and (y) are 
normal in P. Thus [Z’, X] C sZ,((x)) and [I’, X] = [I’, X,Y] C .f&((;vy>) and 
since (x) n (y> = (1) we have [P, X] = (1). Therefore n: EZ(P) C IV, 
a contradiction, and this case cannot occur. 
Case 2. Assume Z(P) is cyclic. 
Let Z be the unique subgroup of Z(P) of order p. Let H 4 I’ with 
N j > ps. Then H contains a subgroup of order p,’ which must be normal in 
P and hence N (7 Z(P) # (1:;. Thus H1 Z. Now all subgroups of P/Z of 
order pspl are normal and H,!Z + P/Z. Since P/Z has no gaps we see that 
all subgroups of P/Z of order 15; ps-l are normal. 
Since P/Z has a nonnormal subgroup, Proposition 1.6 yields 
Qs-lffm c W/Z) 
and since PjZ is non-Abelian it follows that (P~Z)~~s-~(P~Z) is not cyclic. 
Suppose this quotient is generalized quaternion and let E, 7 E PjZ generate 
this quotient. Then ,4 z (f2,T-,(P/Z), X) and i? = (J2_,(P/Z), 3’: are 
Abelian, AB == P/Z and j 2 n B : Q,..,(P/Z)i == p. Since both a and B 
centralize x n B it follows that A n B c Z(PjZ). Now by assumption s is 
the largest gap of P so there exists a nonnormal subgroup L of P of order 
p”ir.L is clearly a minimal nonnormaf subgroup and hence is cyclicMoreover, 
I, > Z since / L / 2 ps so clearly L/Z C A n B CZ(P/Z). Thus [P, L] C Z CL 
and L is normal, a contradiction. Thus (P/Z)/l2+,(P/Z) is neither cyclic nor 
generalized quaternion and hence it has an Abelian subgroup of type (p,p). 
Let P > R > II’1 2 with IV/Z =L-- fz,_,(P/Z) and R/?VAbelian of type (p, p). 
We study the group R. 
We show first that if x E R has order < ps, then x E W. It suffices to show 
that XZ has order < ps-i in P/Z. This is clear if .2: has order .< ps-l so assume 
!(x)i = ps. Then (x} u P so ix> n Z(P) f  (1) and 2 C (x: . Thus again 
I<xZ)! -g ps-l and this fact follows. 
tt‘e show now that if x E R -- IV then & E Z - (1). By the above 
I<.y>i l-.x ps+r so (x) contains a normal subgroup of order ps and hence 
/r> > Z. Thus lo = i(x>,i/p. Now (xZ)~ E IV/Z and W/Z, being Abelian, 
has period .s: pa-‘. Thus i( < p”. This yields I(x>l I=: ps-.l and 
sag” t z - (11. 
We now consider the case p ,> 2. It is clear that R has class < 3 and 
hence for p > 3 R is regular. IIowever, to handle all p > 2 we proceed as 
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follows. Choose x, y  E R - W which generate the (p, p) quotient RI W. By 
the above xv’ , yn” E Z - {I} and hence by replacing y  by a suitable power 
yj with 1 :< j < p - 1 we can assume that xi)’ = yp’. We compute (xy-l)““. 
First W/z cZ(R,/Z) so U/Z has class r< 2 and, by Lemma 1.5, (R/Z)’ 
is elementary Abelian. Since p > 2 the map u ---f UP is a h(~momorphism 
of R(Z and this then yields (xy-1)” = xljy-?x for some x E Z. Now xii, yp, 
z E W and w’ c 2. Thus the map 2~’ -+ ZL”’ is a homomorphism of W and 
we have 
Now s is a gap so certainly s > 2 and then ~“2, 
r-1 
= 1. This yields (xy -i)p’ --: 
xP”y- ii” = 1 and hence ,zy-i E W, a contradiction. Thus no such P exists for 
p > 2. 
We now consider p = 2. Again choose s, y  E R .- II’ which generate the 
quotient and with x2’ = y”. Let U, := ::x, y) C Ii. In R/Z the center has 
index < 4 so l(R/Z)’ / < 2 and hence 1 R’ ! < 4. Thus j Pi’ / .ci 4. This 
of course implies that 9 and y2 centralize pi’ and clearly [pt’, Pi] GZ. 
We have s” = x[x, y] so x12 = x[x, y][.x, y]” = vz with x E Z since 
[Pr’, Pi] % 2 and [w, y]” E Z. Thus (9)“” = (xx)” = x2 and .? and y” commute. 
We now consider (xy-l)““. We have (xy-ml)” I- .$[x, y] y-a and all the latter 
terms commute. If  s > 3, then, since [x, yld == I, we have 
a contradiction since xy-16 W. Since s is a gap we must therefore have 5 == 2. 
Then 
and since (xy-1)‘” f  1 we have [x, y]a # 1. This implies that Pt’ is cyclic 
of order 4 and P,’ > Z. 
We know that x and y  have order 2+i 2-1 8. If  (xi, (y,? 4 Pl, then 
[x, y] C ix> n (y) and hence [x, y] EZ(P~). Since ) PI’ 1 :.= 4 we would then 
have j PI/P,’ I < 4 and hence j PI : Z(P,)j :< 4. By Lemma 1.5, [x, 3~1~ = 1, 
a contradiction. Thus PI has a nonnormal subgroup of order 8. Let 
W1 := (9, y”, [x,y]) = @(Pi). CIearly I;I = P, n II’ and thus 
We know II’,, is Abelian and furthermore IV, is not central in PI since PI’ is 
not elementary Abelian. By Proposition 1.6 Pr must have a nonnorma 
subgroup of order 2 and thus s = 2 is also a gap of P, . 
Now .x4 = y4 = [x, y]” so since IV, is Abelian it has type (4), (42) or 
(4,2,2). I f  1 W, / = 4, then [x, y] C (s,., ..y,), 1 / ’ a contradiction since one of 
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(x> or (y) is not normal in P1 . Suppose W’, is type (4,2,2) and let Kr be 
a nonnormal subgroup of PI of order 2. Since W’, = Q,(P,) we have Kr C W, 
and we can find subgroups Kz and KS of order 4 in W, with Kr = Kz (3 Kz3 . 
Now s = 2 implies that K, , KS u P1 so Kr -3 PI , a contradiction. Thus Wr 
is type (4,2) and / Pr j = 32. 
By the above i(x)/ = I(y)i = j(q-I)/ =- 8. We show now that Pr’ is 
contained in one of (x), (y) or (xy-l). Suppose that [x, y] $ (x,? and 
[x, y] $ (-v\. Thus (9) # PI’ and (y”) f  PI’. Since W, is type (4,2) it has 
precisely two cyclic subgroups of order 4. Hence we must have iaX:, = I:+> 
and then (q-X)z =-= ,Y?[x, y] y2 is a generator of PI’. 
Since 9 == y” = (~y--~)~ and any two of X, y  or .zy-l generate P1 we may 
assume, by changing notation if necessary, that (OX) 3 Pr’. Thus 
P, = gp(,r, y  1 x* = 1, y* = x4, x” = X) 
for some i. ?Jow [x, y] == ,vi--r has order 4 so xi-r = .G or 9 and i -= 3 or 7. 
I f  i = 3 replace x by xi = ,vy”. Then Pr = (x1 , y), xX4 I= X* and ark’ = x:~J$ = 
“-ly -2 = q and thus we may assume that @ = x--r. We have therefore 
shown that s = 2 is a gap of P and that P has a subgroup P, with Pr ‘v Pr . 
By Lemma I .9, P N I’,, for some n and the result follows. 
2. CHAINS 
I f  P is not Dedekind, then of course max(P) and chn(P) are both positive 
integers. Thus we may indicate the fact that P is Dedekind by setting 
max(P) :- chn(P) :- 0. 
LEMM.% 2. I. Suppose P is not Dedekind. Then there exists K ~3 P wifh 
/ P’ : IC 1 -= p such that P/K is not Dedekind. 
Proof. Since P is not Dedekind we have j P’ / > 1. If  p > 2 let K be any 
normal subgroup of P with 1 P’ : K / = p. Then P/K is non-~4beIian and 
hence not Dedekind by Theorem I. I. Now Iet p : 2. f f  1 P’ / = p we can 
take K T= (1) so assume that j P’ j > p” and choose L CJ P with 
/ P’ : I, I = p3. Since (P/L)’ = P’/L, Theorem 1.1 implies that P/L is not 
Dedekind. It now clearly suffices to replace P by P/L or, in other words, 
we can assume that i P’ / -= p” = 4. 
We assume now that for every subgroup K with K <I P and (I ? < K < P’ 
we have P/K Dedekind and we derive a contradiction. It is convenient to 
make the following observation. Let R be a non-Abelian p-group with 
/ R : Z(R)1 < p2. Then clearly R/Z(R) is Abelian of type (p, p). I f  R = 
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(Z(R), X, yj then Lemma I.5 yields [~,y]‘j :=: 1. Since R’ = ([x, J));) we 
therefore have ~ R’ ~ = p. 
We show now that P’ is central of type (2,2). Choose S <I! P with 
; P’ : K j = 2. Then f-‘/K’ is non-Abelian so, by Theorem 1 .l, g q P/K 
where Q IS the quaternion group of order 8. Let W be the complete inverse 
image of B in P so that W 1- i P, W/K = g and W / -- 2”. Now N’ cannot 
be a maximal class group since these do not have Q as a proper quotient. 
Thus I%’ has class 2 and W’ is central in IF. Clearly I#’ $ K so since 
;, IT/‘, K; C Z( M’) we have ’ M’ : Z( W)i 5; 2”. By the above remarks : IF’ / = 2. 
Sow W’ :.I P’ and I#’ r-i P. Furthermore W’ :.L K SO P’ --_ h%“ is central 
in P and is of t?pe (2,2). 
Since P is not a Dedekind group we can choose a nonnormal subgroup f f  
of P of maximal possible order. By Lemma I .3, Z(P)/(H n Z(P)) is cyclic. 
Thus, since P’ is central of t!vpe (2,2), we have II n 1” -+ ‘1 . Now 
II n P’ -- 1 P and P:(Z1 n P’) is Dedckind by assumption. Hence 
Hi(If n P’) -._I Pjfki n P’) 
and H CJ P, a contradiction. ‘This completes the proof. 
Define S(p) = [2/p]. Thus S(2) == 1 and for p ..a 2, S(p) = 0. Let c(P) 
denote the class of P and d(P) its derived length. 
(i) N ~1 P and PjN is Lledekind with ~ P/lV / ::< p”‘. 
(ii) R/r-i is either cyclic or p = 2 and N/H is quaternion of order 8. 
(iii) H j I.: p”‘. 
Tka~s P flus u cyclic s~~~~oup K z&k / P : K : pz’rJ -a I’). 
E’ryoof. (‘Iearly 11 is a maximal nonnormal subgroup of P so Lemma 1.3 
applies. Since / H 7 p”‘, N has k << wz generators. LetL be a subgroup of P 
with P 1 I, > H. Then, by assumption, L ~1 P. This shows easily that N/If 
is Dedekind, N -:I P and P/AV is Dedekind. Rx Theorem 1 .I, if X/E1 is 
generalized quaternion then it is q~lat~rnion of order 8. 
TJEOREM 2.3. I,et max(P) := nz ;. 0. Then 
Proof. Choose K -<I P as in Lemma 2.1 with / P’ : K ; == p and P/K not 
Dedekind. Let I@ be a nonnormal subgroup of P/k’ and let W be its complete 
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inverse image in P. Then W $ P. Moreover / Iv / > p yields / W 1 -> 
pi K 1 = 1 P’ 1, Sincep”l z& / CV /, (i) follows. 
By Proposition 2.2 P has a cyclic subgroup K with / P : K / < pPyrl~tn(“‘. 
Thus P/P’ also has a cyclic subgroup of bounded index. Since P/P’ is a 
product of cyclic groups (ii) follows. 
By the above P can be generated by 2rrt -+ 2 elements si . Also i P’ < pni 
so clearly P : C(x,)l < p’)l. Since Z(P) = fit C(x,) we have 
! p : Z(p); = pni(211f’2). 
Finally let H be a nonnormal subgroup of P of order pnr. Then j H / 1 plif 
and Z(~)~(Z(~) n H) is cyclic by Lemma 1.3. Since Z(P) is a product of 
cyclic groups, the theorem is proved. 
We can now quickly classify those groups with max(P) = 1. These also 
afford examples to show that the size of the cyclic factor A or 4 in the above 
theorem is not bounded by a function of mar(P). 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let max(P) = 1. The?? P is olge t?f the ~follo~ing. 
(i) P 7: ppp;x,y I xl’” == l,yi’ I 1, .@ --= syl+Jt”m’,.,for. a 3 2. 
(ii) I’ == ZPO , the central product of a cyclic group Z zaith a non--4beliau 
p-group P, qf order p’. (If p =-: 2, then P,, = I), the dihedral group of order 8.) 
(iii) p -= 2 and P == DQ, the central product of II, the d~~~ed~~~ group of 
order 8, z&h Q,, the q~~tern~on group of order 8. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3 P’ j = p and hence P has class 2 and P/Z(P) 
is elementary rlbelian by Lemma 1.5. Suppose first that P has at most three 
generators. 
Suppose P has a cyclic subgroup il = (x,, of index p. Then -4 ~1 P so 
every subgroup of A is normal in P. In particular, if J = (y) is a nonnormal 
subgroup of order p, then P = AJ. Since 1 P’ / = p it follows easily that P 
satisfies (i). 
We assume now that P has no cyclic subgroup of index p. We first note that 
Z(P) = Z is cyclic. This follows since, if N 4; P and / H j I= p, then by 
Lemma I .3,Zi;(Z n H) is cyclic. However here we have clearly fi n Z == (1 y.1. 
Kow hy Satz 111.13.7 of [l] P/Z h as an even number of generators so, since P 
has at most 3 generators, we have P/Z Abelian of type (p, p). Choose lV1 and 
ilI, with P i> IIT, > Z. Since P has no cyclic subgroup of index p we have 
ill, I= z :, J, where ! J, 1 -=- p. I f  P,, = (P’, J1 , Jzi, then PO is a non- 
Abelian group of order p3 since Jj $2(P) and P = ZP, . Thus Y satisfies (ii). 
Now suppose P has at least four generators and tet H be a nonnormal 
subgroup of order p with N = N(H). By Proposition 2.2, / P : iii / = p and 
j H j p so since P has at least four generators we must have N/H noncyclic. 
Hence p -= 2, N/H is quaternion of order 8 and 1 P ! = 32. Moreover, 
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Z(P) C ,V and H $2(P) so 1 Z(P)1 = 2. Thus P is an extraspecial 2-group 
([l] Definition 111.13.1) and by Satz 111.13.8 of [l] we have either P = DQ 
or P = DD where these denote central products. If  P =y DD, then each of 
the D factors has a nonnormal subgroup of order 2 and these generate 
a nonnormal subgroup of P of order 4, a contradiction. Thus P -z= DQ and P 
satisfies (iii). 
\\‘e show finally that each of the above groups does in fact have max(P) =-: 1, 
Let P be type (i) or (ii). Then clearly 1 P’ ~ = p, Z =- Z(P) is cyclic, P’ C Z 
and I I’ : Z 1 -= p”. Let H bc a nonnormal subgroup of P. ‘Ihen f f  n I” = l I) 
so H n Z -= (1) and hence / H 1 -;. p”. Since H is then Abelian and P is 
non-Abelian we cannot have P : Z&f. Thus ~ H 1 == p. Hence max(P) -gX 1. 
Ry Theorem 1.1, max(P) : 1. Sow let I’ satisfy (iii). Then P/P’ is elementary 
Abelian. If  N +I P, then, since , P’ , 2, we have H n P’ == ,; 1) SO 
Irl = N/(N n P’) is elementary Abelian. Thus P’H is elementary Abelian. 
I?;ow it is easy to see that P contains no subgroup of type (2,2,2). ‘Thus 
1 P’H j :. . 4 and 1 II .._ 2. 
We now study the dependence of P on chn(P) obtaining essentially the 
same sort of results. 
LEnraia 2.5. Let chn(P) > 0 and let K 4 P. Then chn(P/K) < chn(P). 
Furthermore [f K is not cyclic then chn(P/K) < &n(P). 
Pvoqf. Let chn(P,/K) = n. If  n : 0 the result is trivial, so assume n > 0 
and let f1r > fIz ;:- ‘. ;, H, be a chain of nonnormal subgroups of P/K of 
length n. Let Hi be the complete inverse image of Hi in P. Then clearly 
Hl ;- H., 7, . -3. is a chain of nonnormal subgroups of P of length n and 
H ‘7 h -Th 7 712 . U‘ b chn:)’ Q. II. I f  chn(P) =m II, then clearly H,, is a minimal 
nonnormal subgroup of P. By Lemma 1.4 I-I,, is cyclic and hence K is cyclic. 
LEnzlrA 2.6. Let p = 2 and let / I’ i =.~ 2”. Jf P is dihedral or quasidihedral, 
then chn(Z’) =- a - 2. If 1’ is genevalzked quaternio;z, then chn(P) -z a - 3. 
Pwqf. Since ; P ~ - 2” we have cleariy chn(P) -I; a - 2. Furthermore if 
P is generalized quaternion, then it has nc, nonnormal subgroup of order 2 
so chn(P) 2’ a ~~~ 3. 
Xow P has a normal cyclic subgroup i1 of index 2 and P = L-4, .X ) where 
C,&)/ 2 and 9 E ;1 has order 1 or 2. Since ; C,(x)1 --= 4 it follovvs that 
if :V . i P, s t X, then ,V : ;x P l/4 and hence j A\’ 1 :> P j/2. Let 
<J -- ..I,, . , & ” . . . ‘-. J, , ;;.. (1) be all the subgroups of il. Then each 
of these is normal in P and since Y” t ‘-1,. it follows from the above remarks 
that :~d, , .t’ , I I, , .X \ _ ... \ .q,, , .x, is a chain of nonnormal subgroups 
of P. Hence &n(P) _ lz == a ~- 3. \Ioreover, if P is dihedral or quasi- 
dihedral, then we can choose m to have order 2 and adjoin ‘s \ to the bottom 
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of the above chain. Hence in these two cases chn(P) > k + 1 = a - 2 and 
the result follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose chn(P) = n > 0 and let H be a nonnormal 
subgroup of P of maximal possible order. Let N = N(H). Then 
(i) N (I P and P/N is Dedekind with 1 P/-N 1 < pn. 
(ii) N/H is either cyclic OY p = 2 and N/H is quaternion of ovder 8. 
(iii) H has a cyclic subgroup Jwith 1 H : J / < p” l. Thus P has a 2-generator 
subgroup K with / P : KS 1 < ~~~‘+m~~(i’). 
Proqf. (i) and (ii), with the exception of the bound for / P/N ~, follow 
from Proposition 2.2. We prove (iii). Start with H, = N and construct a 
chain H1 ;, Hz > ... > H,? of nonnormal subgroups of P as long as possible. 
Then s < n and N, == J is a minimal nonnormal subgroup of P which is 
therefore cyclic. Finally the above shows that H has k < n generators. HI 
Lemma I .3 we have 1 P/N 1 < p” and the result follows. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let chn(P) = n > 0. Then 
(i) / P’ 1 < p2n+-6(p) and hence d(P) < c(P) < 2n + S(p) + 1. 
(ii) P/P’ = A, x AS x B where A, and A? aye cyclic and 1 B / < pzn’ 8i1’)-1. 
(iii) 1 P : Z(P)1 < p(2n-1)C2~f ‘-*). 
(iv) Z(P) = lql x A2 x B where J1 and A, are cyclic and / B / <: p+l. 
Proof. We prove (i) by induction on n allowing n = 0 here. The case 
n -:= 0 follows from Theorem 1 .I. Thus let n 3 1. Suppose first that P has a 
normal Abelian subgroup K of type (p, p). By Lemma 2.5, chn(P/K) < n - 1 
so by induction I(P/K)’ 1 < p2fi-zlfi(~Jl. Since 
(P/K)’ = (P’K),‘K E P’/(P’ n K) 
and 1 P’ n K / < p2 the result follows in this case. IXow suppose P has no 
such normal Ahelian subgroup of type (p,p). Since n 3 1, Satz 111.7.6 of 
[I] implies that p =: 2 and P is dihedral, quasidihedral, or generalized 
quatcrnion. If  1 P 1 = pa, then ~ P’ / = pap2 and by Lemma 2.6 chn(P) > a - 3. 
Since n ~ 2 -< 2(a - 3) -1. 1 for a ST: 3, (i) follows. 
By Proposition 2.7 P has a 2-generator subgroup K with 
Thus P/P’ also has a 2-generator subgroup of bounded index. Since P/P’ is a 
product of cyclic groups, (ii) follows. 
By Proposition 2.7 P can be generated by 2n + 2 elements ZQ . Since 
’ P’ :’ pzn+l we have clearly P : C(xj)~ .< pnn+‘. Thus the equality 
Z(P) =~ (7 C(.X,) yields (iii). 
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Now let H and J be as in Proposition 2.7. By Lemma 1.3 we have 
Z(P)/(H n Z(P)) cyclic. Moreover, / H n Z(P) : J n Z(P)1 < 1 N : J ; < pn--I. 
Since J is cyclic and Z(P) is a product of cyclic groups, the result follows. 
‘CVe now classify those groups P with chn(P) = 1. For p ,> 2 the result 
is actually an immediate corohary of Blackburn’s classification of p-groups 
with SCr\i,(P) empty (see [l] Satz III. 12.4.) Iiowever, there is no gain in using 
this fact since thep = 2 case must also be handled. Forp = 2 and 3 a number 
of exceptional groups of small order occur. ‘s’l’e will simplify matters by not 
determining completely these small exceptions. 
PROPOSITRN 2.9. Let chn(P) = 1. Thevz P is one of the jol~owi~g. 
(i) ,7I vnetacyctic group with j P’ / = p. 
(ii) P =-= ZPO , the central product qf a cyclic group Z with a non-Abelian 
p-group P(, of order p”. (Ijp -::.-. 2, tl len P,, = I), the dihedral group qf order 8.) 
(iii) p ~7 2 ~2nd P =I- 2 X Q w h ere Z is cyclic and Q is quaternion of order 8. 
(iv) One of a vl~~zber of 2-groups of ovder & P. 
(v) .4 nmregutav graup of order 3”. 
Proqf. It is interesting to observe that the groups P with chn(P) 1 
are precisely those non-Dedekind groups with all nonnormal subgroups 
cyclic. Suppose first that chn(P) = 1. If  H 4 P, then H is a minimal non- 
normal subgroup so, by Lemma 1.4, H is cyclic. Conversely assume that P 
is not a Dedekind group but that all nonnormal subgroups of P are cychc. 
Let FI +I P so that II is cyclic, Let K be a maximal cyclic subgroup containing 
H and choose any subgroup 1, with 1 L : K / ==: p. Then L <I P and since L 
has two generators we see that @(K) = (P(L) C: P. This implies easily that 
I-I -~ I(. Thus H is a maximal nonnormal subgroup of P and chn(P) = 1. 
1Ye assume that if p =_ 2, then i P j 3 2s. Now P is non-~~beliaI~. Hence 
if P does not have a normal Abelian subgroup W of type (p, p), then p = 2 
and P has maximal class. Since / P / > 2” and chn(P) = 1 this is a contra- 
diction by Lemma 2.6. Thus W exists. By Lemma 2.5, chn(P/W) :-~= 0 and 
hence P/W is Dedekind. If  P/W is non-Abelian then by Theorem 1 .l 
P/W = g x iz where Q is quaternion of order 8 and A is elementary 
Abelian. Since P has at most 4 generators by Theorem 2.8 we have 
1 p/w; f  2j and ! P ! < 27, a contradiction. Thus P/W is Abelian and 
P’ C IV is Abelian of type (p) or (p, p). This, of course, holds for all such WC 
Now as we remarked above, every noncyclic subgroup of P is normal. This 
implies that P has no Abelian subgroup of type (p, p, p). Otherwise we could 
choose W to be any maximal subgroup of this group and then P’ would be 
contained in all such Wand be trivial. 
Case 1. Assume that Z(P) is cyclic. 
Let Z =: D,@(P)) so that ; Z 1 = p and let J be another subgroup of P of 
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order p. Then J + P and W = 2 x J is a normal Abelian subgroup of 
type (p, p). I f  N = N(J) then 1 P : 1v 1 = p and N/J is either cyclic or 
generalized quaternion by Lemma 1.3. Now we have 1 = chn(P) > chn(N) >: 
chn(N/J) and thus, if N/J is generalized quaternion, then it has order 
< 24 by Lemma 2.6. Hence in this case 1 P 1 ,< 26, a contradiction. Thus 
N,i J is cyclic and N is Abelian. Since N > W, IV is not cyclic so N = :1 x J 
where A is cyclic. Let P = (N, u). Since N is Abelian the map y  + y,-‘y” is 
a homomorphism of N onto P’ with kernel Z(P). Thus iv/Z(P) N P’. 
Suppose now that there exists an element x of order p in P - A-. Then 
‘2, X> is Abelian of type (p, p) so (2, x) Q P and hence 
P’ _C (Z, J, n (Z, x) = Z. 
Thus ~ P’ 1 = p and since ,V/Z(P) ‘v P’ we have ; N : Z(P)~ = p. IHence 
J g Z(P) yields N = Z(P) x J. S’ mce (JV, x) = PO is a non-Abelian group 
of order p3 and since P = Z(P)P, it follows that P is type (ii). 
Suppose now that there exist no elements x of order p in P - :\- and 
consider P/W. I f  P/W is cyclic, then P is metacyclic since any subgroup of P 
of order > p2 meets Z(P) nontrivially. Now P’ C W and the commutator 
subgroup of a metacyclic group is cyclic so it follows that P is type (i). 1Ve 
assume now that P/W is not cyclic so that, clearly, P/W is Abelian of type 
(p”, p) with a > 1. Let P 7 R > JV with R/J/v Abelian of type (p, p). 
Suppose p = 2 and let x E R - (R n N). Then x does not centralize J so 
the group G = (W, X> must be the dihedral group of order 8. This group 
has five involutions so there is an element of order 2 in G ~ WC P - 3, 
a contradiction. Now let p > 2 and suppose that the map x’ --) XI’ is a homo- 
morphism of R. Since Ill(R) = W, it f  o 11 ows that every element of W is in 
fact a p-th power. In particular there exists .r: E R with (.z.“) := / and 
,<.Y\ > (xv) is a chain of nonnormal subgroups of P of length 2, a contra- 
diction. Thus x --t XD is not a homomorphism of R. Now R’ C P’ so R’ is 
elementary Abelian and hence R is not regular. Since 1 R ~ -~ p4 we conclude 
that p ::: 3 and that R has class 3. Finally we know that TV:Z(P) is elementary. 
Abelian and R n N is type (p”, p). Thus if a ;; 2, then R n N contains a 
central element of order p2 and / R : Z(R): <. p*, a contradiction. JJence 
a -: I and P = R satisfies (v). 
Case 2. Assume that Z(P) is not cyclic. 
Set Z = Z(P) and W = Q,(Z). Since P has no Abelian subgroups of type 
(p, p, p) we conclude that W = L+(P) is type (p, p). Moreover P’ C TV so P 
has class 2 and, by Lemma 1 S, P/Z is elementary Abelian. Suppose now that 
either p :D 2 or p = 2 and (x 1 x2 E P’} C Z. We show that under this 
assumption the map x --f XQ is a one-to-one map from P/W into Z. This is 
clear for p > 2 since x + 11’ is a homomorphism with kernel Ql(P). Let 
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J = 2. If ;w2 = y’ then (my-‘)” = x2[x, y] y  m* = [x, y]. Hence, by assumption, 
~y-l E Z so x and y  commute and xy-l E W = J&(P). Thus this fact follows. 
This yields / Z / > 1 P/W 1 so, since P is non-Abelian, we have P/Z Abelian 
of type (p, p) and the map x ---f 9 is onto Z. By Lemma 1.5 / P’ i = p so u;e 
can clearly choose elements U, 8 E Z with Z == (u) >< (v) and p’ C (u). I f  
X, y  E P with .XP : u, y” = V, then <.v’ -3 P and P == (x,y>. Thus P 
satisfies (i). 
\Vc assume now that p = 2 and that (X 1 No E P’} ($ Z. Thus, let x t 1’ - Z 
with x2 E P’. Since Qi(P) c Z it follows that I(X)I = 4. Suppose y  E Z with 
y2 =z x2. Then (gyp’)’ -= 1 so my -l E WC Z and x E Z, a contradiction. This 
clearly implies that Z .-: Zi x ls”) where Zr is cyclic. Since -Ql(P) C Z and 
Q,(P) $ % it follows from Proposition I.6 that P has a nonnormal subgroup 
II of order 4. By Icmmas 1.3 and 1.4 15 is cyclic, 1 P : N(H); == 2 and 
N(H),iH is cyclic or generalized quaternion. If  N(H),IN is generalized 
quatcrnion, then since P’ is elementary Abclian we have / N(H)/H 1 = 8 and 
P = 2”, a contradiction. Thus N(H)/H is cyclic and P has <:I 3 generators. 
Suppose 1 P’ / 7 2. Then P/Z must have an even number of generators 
so 1 PjZ 1 = 4. Since x2 E P’ we have <,x) -3 P’ and hence :x> Q P. Kow 
Zi n ,<.Y’~ 2 (1) and thus Z, = Zri~),.‘<s> has index 2 in P/ {s\. I f  Pji,c) 
is cyclic, then P satisfies (i). I f  P/(s) is not cvclic, then P~‘cIx\ = Z, x B 
where B i ~~~ 2. Let P > B 2 (x> with B/(x; --- B. Then ZiB == 1’ and 
Z, n B = Z, n (x\ n B := (1) and therefore P ==. Z1 x B. Since P is 
non-Abelian and Q,(B) = i.9) we see that B z Q, the quaternion group 
of order 8 and P satisfies (iii). 
Xow let ~ P’ i ~~ 4 so that P’ - IV. Clearly we cannot have / P : % : 4 
here so we must in fact have 1 P : Z 1 = 23 and Z = Q(P). Let (1 > < J < P’ 
so that j ‘1 P. Then I(P/J)’ I = 2 so, since I’// has -< 3 generators, WC have 
I P/J : Z(P/J)i = 4. Thus there exists y  E P -Z(P) with [P,y] L / and 
hence / P : C(y)1 = 2. Since 1 C(v) : (~1, Z,>~ ~~- 2 it follows that A C(y) 
is a normal Abelian subgroup of P of index 2. Since Q,(il) C 2 and ,4/Z is 
elementary Abelian we see that L3 m= ,:u> Y <,a) is Abelian of type (2”, 4) 
with, say, l(u); -7 2’l, //7,:‘)’ =: 4. Note that n > 3 since I P / 3 2”. Now 
I P/@(P)1 : 23 so clearly ;iP’ is Abelian of type (2nm1, 2, 2) and thus, from 
iElI C Z, there exists an clcmcnt w E 1’ -~ .‘I of order 4. Let u”’ = UZ, , 
ZF _- F(:z? , u.2 :: =a with z1 , Z~ , x:3 t Z”. 
The map a ~-F n “+l is a homomorphism of il onto ill“ 1 l and this subgroup 
contains (~*)~~‘+l =; u1 + 1 If .w E A(“‘l, then we could choose a E A with 
a”” 1 _ .v “:1 Then (wu)’ z ,,,;“= W2ua. ! 1 = 2:3* := 1, a contradiction. Thus 
A”‘-r is cyclic and since n .::: 3, u*“-l . is its unique element of order 2. Now the 
kernel of n - a”‘+i contains I” but not (z,~~~’ J. Since A”“1 is cyclic it follows 
easily that, by changing notation if necessary, we can assume that zl”‘li - 1. 
Hence t,“‘ z--l. r\‘o\\T z3 f$ Lq’“tl so there are two possibilities for zzR namelv 
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v2 or n2~2n11, Thus by replacing w by w&-~, if necessary, we can assume that 
w2 = va. Therefore B = (v, w> is isomorphic to the quaternion group of 
order 8 and since B is not cyclic we have B CJ P. Hence zi E R,(B) == (~9,) 
and thus P’ _C (v2), a contradiction, and the classification is completed. 
Finally we finish the proof by showing that the groups of type (i), (ii) and 
(iii) all satisfy chn(P) < 1 and that exceptions of type (iv) and (v) exist. Let 
P be type (i) or (iii). Then 1 P’ 1 = p so P/Z(P) is elementary Abelian by 
Lemma 1.5. If  P is type (i) let B be a normal cyclic subgroup with P/B cyclic 
and if P is type (iii) let B = Q _C P. Suppose 15 + P. Then 1iz P’ so, since 
/ P’ ; == p, we have H n P’ :: (1). From the nature of B we therefore have 
N n B F= (I ) and thus H is isomorphic to a subgroup of cyclic P/B. Hence 
H is cyclic. Since P/Z(P) is elementary Abelian it follows that every proper 
subgroup of H is normal in P. Thus clearly chn(P) -< I. I f  P is type (ii), then, 
by Proposition 2.4, max(P) = 1 and hence chn(P) = 1. 
We now consider the exceptions. For p = 2 both P, and the generalized 
quaternion group of order 16 satisfy chn(P) = 1. Since these groups have P’ 
cyclic of order 4 they do not satisfy (i), (ii), or (iii). For p = 3 let P be the 
group of Example III. 10.15 of [l] (with p = 3.) It is easily verified from the 
properties listed in that example that P satisfies chn(P) = 1. Since P has 
class 3 it follows that it does not satisfy (i), (ii), or (iii). This completes the 
proof. 
3. KEMARKS 
We close with two remarks which appear to be relevant. The first is that 
most of the main results of this paper can be combined into one cumbersome 
theorem which we state below. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a p-group, s an integer and suppose that all sub- 
groups qf P of order pS are normal. Then P satisjes one of the following. 
(i) P is Dedekind. 
(ii) PrUFnforsomen 3 1. 
(iii) s < min(P) and QJP) _CZ(P). 
(iv) s > max(P) and s determines the structure of P to a large extent. 
P~ooj: Assume that P is not Dedekind and that P is not isomorphic to 
any I’, Then, by Theorem 1.10, s is not a gap of P so either s < min(P) or 
s > max(P). In the former case QS(P) CZ(P) by Proposition 1.6. In the latter 
case the structure of P is determined to a large extent by Proposition 2.2 and 
Theorem 2.3. 
The second remark concerns a rather natural question one might ask. 
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Suppose P is a p-group which is not Dedekind and which has no gaps. Does 
it follow that chn(P) = max(P) - min(P) $ 1 or, in other words, must 
there exist a chain Hr I- H, :.-. ... > H, of nonnormal subgroups of P with 
1 H, 1 T pax(P) and 1 H, ~ _ prnnnP) ? The answer to this is a definite “no” 
as we can see by the following example. 
(ij chn(P) == I anal P has no gaps. 
(ii) maw(P) = b anti min(P) = a. 
Proof. Part (i) follows from Proposition 2.9 and Theorem 1.10. Note that 
, P’ 1 --= p here and P/Z(P) is elementary Abelian. Let H + P. By Lemma 1.4, 
H =_ \h,, iscyclic.SinceHnP’=(I)wehaveHn(.z)=I so!Hl-g 
1 P : C,S 1 : p”. Thus max(P) - 6. Sow ,‘y> ii; P and icy, : = ph so 
b = max(P). 
I f  / H 1 C, ph, then clearly (.v;H C: c,.Y, ~1’;‘ = ‘\,v,: * \y”) and Iz E jx,~ ;( ~,y”>. 
On the other hand h is not central so fz #Z(P) I= (x”) x (ye’>. This implies 
that ‘(fz ;, /‘..Y;‘! := pll and min(P) > a. If  b =~- a the result now follows. 
Suppose that b :> u. Let z t <y) have order p” and set zc -= sz. Since 
z EZ(P) and ‘s,> n ;,y,> m- I_ 1,~ we have ZL’)I’ 7 I and 
fL” I’m 1 ,y,l”- lziQ- 1 Q I” ~~ ,y i’” ’ I 
Hence if W := ,;w), then / IV / m= p’” and [IV, P] m= P’ CL W. Thus CZ’ + P so 
min(P) m: a and the result follows. 
The above example also shows that the cyclic factors il, , d, , -dr and -4, 
in Theorem 2.8 are not bounded in their orders by a function of chn(P). 
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